GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Election is the catalyst for The Great Reset
- #MaidenGate
- Democratic Voter Fraud
- Civil war heats up in response to election. Time to prepare
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Adobe

the Trade Desk

Google

Amazon
The problems have been where large numbers of mailed ballots came in late and in suspiciously uniform blocks or without verification by scrutineers of both parties required by election law in all states (the Constitution consigns the administration of elections to state legislatures). These problems have arisen in closely contested and relatively large states governed by Democrats.

Despite an almost superhuman mass effort to pretend that the Trump era has been unceremoniously renounced and condemned, the election verdict on the evening of November 8 remains unclear. As was widely foreseen, there are serious problems with the invocation of the coronavirus as an excuse for plunging into a system of mail-in voting in which unsolicited ballots were sent to everyone on the voters’ register, ensuring a huge number of physical ballots floating about un-received by voters who have moved or died, or unused by voters who have chosen to vote in advance polls or in person.
No One Knows Who Won the Election

There is room for great doubt about the integrity of this election.

By Conrad Black  November 8, 2020

Despite an almost superhuman mass effort to pretend that the Trump era has been unceremoniously renounced and condemned, the election verdict on the evening of November 8 remains unclear. As was widely foreseen, there are serious problems with the invocation of the coronavirus as an excuse for plunging into a system of mail-in voting in which unsolicited ballots were sent to everyone on the voters’ register, assuring a huge number of physical ballots floating about un-received by voters who have moved or died, or unused by voters who have chosen to vote in advance polls or in person.

Disinformation: voterfraud-disinfo
Remember, no matter who is president, the Great Reset is coming!
An independent group claims that women’s maiden names and the previous legal names of others were used in a scheme to create fake voter registrations and request fraudulent ballots. People are familiar with the idea of dead people voting as a means of vote fraud, but this report claims that it may extend to the use not just maiden names, but also changed names, adoptive names, and divorced names.

They posted details and a detailed explanation of how to check if you or someone else has been a victim at maidengate.com. They explain the concept as follows:
An independent group claims that women's maiden names and the previous legal names of others were used in a scheme to create fake voter registrations and request fraudulent ballots. People are familiar with the idea of dead people voting as a means of vote fraud, but this report claims that it may extend to the use not just maiden names, but also changed names, adoptive names, and divorced names.

They posted details and a detailed explanation of how to check if you or someone else has been a victim at maidenGate.com. They explain the concept as follows:
Detroit Elections Official Claims Workers Coached Voters To Support Biden And Change Dates On Ballots

By Jeff Charles | Nov 10, 2020 12:30 PM ET

If these alleged offenses are left unaddressed, it will only embolden these people to engage in more widespread voter fraud in other elections. The investigations into these situations may not impact the result of the presidential election, but perhaps they can ensure that this misconduct does not continue going forward.
Detroit Elections Official Claims Workers Coached Voters To Support Biden And Change Dates On Ballots

By Jeff Charles | Nov 10, 2020 12:30 PM ET

If these alleged offenses are left unaddressed, it will only embolden these people to engage in more widespread voter fraud in other elections. The investigations into these situations may not impact the result of the presidential election, but perhaps they can ensure that this misconduct does not continue going forward.
MPI: Rudy Giuliani Has Confirmed That Whistleblowers Have Emerged to Expose ‘Dominion’ Software

The coup continues to unravel.

Published 21 hours ago on Nov 11, 2020

By Shane Trejo

Disinformation:
Voter fraud, Dominion Software conspiracy
BIG: Rudy Giuliani Has Confirmed That Whistleblowers Have Emerged to Expose ‘Dominion’ Software

The coup continues to unravel.

Published 21 hours ago on Nov 11, 2020
By Shane Trejo

Disinformation:
Voter fraud, Dominion Software conspiracy
BIG: Rudy Giuliani Has Confirmed That Whistleblowers Have Emerged to Expose ‘Dominion’ Software

The coup continues to unravel.

Published 2 days ago on Nov 11, 2020

By Shane Trejo

Just pause for a moment and consider that a widespread election software system that was used in virtually every swing state in the 2020 election is called "Dominion."

If that doesn't "chill" up your spine, nothing will.

U.S. FOOTPRINT

For more information, visit dominionvoting.com.
The Gateway Pundit also reported last Friday that the Dominion systems are used in all of the swing states.

HUGE! Corrupted Software Used in Michigan County that Stole 6,000 Votes from Trump — Is Also Used in ALL SWING STATES — And Uses Chinese Computer Parts In Its Machines

A so-called computer 'glitch' fix in one of Michigan’s counties has led to 6,000 votes switching from President Trump to Joe Biden. The Head of the Republican Party has asked for an additional 47 counties be recounted after the fix since these 47 counties also use the same Dominion software. A so-called computer glitch has ... Continue reading

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/clk?sa-Iu-a=CE1Sls2tETX45kDcy9yQDmmPHArGEl6fhhPf54wMtpAIFAEgsu-mimD.jvqmLwKTYD6A8ral.WiwPLAQpAgC04aH4xq2BEdT9CpQlwe5sNNWW-upOM5G unbelievably
What does Nancy Pelosi do now? Does she tamp this down? I don’t think she can. She made a deal with the devil and those wanting to de-fund the police and end the oil industry want their payment. That’s going to lead to lots of angst once it becomes clear Pelosi can’t deliver. If Republicans do indeed retake all of Congress in 2022, the civil war will only get hotter.

Democrats can’t say they weren’t warned though. They made this bed, and now they get to lie in it.
Instead, we’re about to get:

- A **protracted legal battle** over the integrity of the election.
- **Literal blacklists** that will be used to financially boycott and socially ostracize ex-Trump staffers and campaign workers (and, inevitably, supporters).
- The continuation of Trump’s **Operation Warp Speed** and a new push to put the country in **Lock Step** with the **Great Reset agenda** in order to survive **The Darkest Winter**.
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